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German euthanasia group says it will
only carry out assisted suicides on
people vaccinated against Covid-19

German euthanasia group has said prospective clients must comply with 2G rule
Requires people to be fully vaccinated or have recently recovered from Covid-19
Clinic said rule applies to clients because euthanasia involves 'human closeness'

By LAUREN LEWIS FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 04:22 EST, 30 November 2021 | UPDATED: 06:19 EST, 30 November 2021

A German euthanasia group has said clients must be vaccinated against Covid-19
before they can undergo assisted suicide. 

German Euthanasia Association Verein Sterbehilfe has announced prospective
clients will have to comply with the country's 2G rule - where premises can choose
to deny entry to those who are not vaccinated ('geimpft' in German) or who have
recovered ('genesen') from the virus. 

The clinic said euthanasia and preparatory examinations require 'human closeness'
meaning that under German law everyone involved must comply with the 2G rule. 

'Euthanasia and the preparatory examination of the voluntary responsibility of our
members willing to die require human closeness,' the Association said in a statement
on November 19. 

'Human closeness, however, is a prerequisite and breeding ground for coronavirus
transmission. As of today, the 2G rule applies in our association, supplemented by
situation-related measures, such as quick tests before encounters in closed rooms.'

It explained the decision was based on the 'difficult task of balancing the protection
of our members, employees and doctors with the practical organization of our
everyday life in the association.' 

Around 68 per cent of Germany's 83 million population are full jabbed and about 10
per cent have had a booster dose but officials have branded a recent surge in cases
a 'pandemic of the unvaccinated'. 
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Around 68 per cent of Germany's 83 million population are full jabbed and about 10 per cent
have had a booster dose but officials have branded a recent surge in cases a 'pandemic of the
unvaccinated' (stock image)

Verein Sterbehilfe said euthanasia and preparatory examinations require 'human closeness'
meaning that under German law everyone involved must comply with the 2G rule

The 2G rule has sparked controversy in Germany, where premises are also given the
option of following the 3G rule - which means those who can present a negative
coronavirus test can also be served.  

The rules apply to leisure, cultural and sporting events, and hospitality venues as
well as to body-related services and hotels. It allows premises imposing the rules
to drop mask-wearing and social distancing rules.   

Several million German adults are still not yet vaccinated, and authorities have tried
to incentivise them to take the jab through punishing measures such as this.

Germany reported another 45,753 new coronavirus cases and 388 deaths on
Tuesday, but the seven-day incidence of cases per 100,000 people fell slightly for
the first time in three weeks.

The Robert Koch Institute for infectious diseases reported that 452.2 people per
100,000 were infected in the last week, down from 452.4 on Monday and the first fall
since early November.

The number of new cases was still 427 more than a week ago, but the pace of weekly
increase has been flattening in the last few days.
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As German hospitals have been swamped by the fourth wave of the pandemic in
recent weeks, Germany has introduced restrictions on unvaccinated people and
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sought to ramp up the roll-out of booster shots.

Chancellor Angela Merkel, her designated successor Olaf Scholz and regional
leaders are due to meet on Tuesday to discuss how to respond to the crisis,
especially after cases of the new Omicron variant were detected in the country. 

Many politicians have been calling for tighter restrictions as intensive care units,
especially in eastern and southern Germany, reach their limits.  

In February 2020, German lawmakers overturned an earlier ban on assisted suicide
in a landmark ruling at the country's top court. The judgement decided a 2015 law
banning professional assisted suicide was unconstitutional. 

The milestone decision raised eyebrows by explicitly stating that people have 'the
right to a self-determined death', and that the right to assisted suicide services
should not be limited to the seriously or incurably ill. 

The verdict was a major victory for terminally ill patients, doctors and assisted
suicide organisations who brought the case, complaining that the existing law went
too far.

 Assisted dying is a sensitive subject in Germany as the Nazis used what they euphemistically
called 'euthanasia' to exterminate around 200,000 disabled people (stock image)

It is a sensitive subject in Germany as the Nazis used what they euphemistically
called 'euthanasia' to exterminate around 200,000 disabled people.

The existing law, known as Paragraph 17, was passed in 2015 and aimed at barring
associations dedicated to helping patients wanting to die. It also meant medical
personnel faced prosecution for prescribing life-terminating drugs.

In 2017, a lower court ruled that officials could not refuse lethal medication in
extreme cases, creating confusion among doctors.

The plaintiffs' argued that Germany's constitution guarantees personal freedom and
dignity, which they said includes the right to choose when and how to die.

The court agreed, and found the restrictions imposed by Paragraph 217 made it
'impossible' for people to receive help from third party professionals in Germany,
who faced a fine or up to three years in prison under then old law.

This left German patients turning to family members or loved ones for help, some
getting life-terminating medicine from abroad.

Judge Vosskuhle said at the time those who wanted to offer suicide assistance must
be legally allowed to, without however being forced to do so.

MailOnline has approached Verein Sterbehilfe for comment. 
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Where is assisted dying legal in
Europe? 

Assisted dying refers to both voluntary active euthanasia and physician-
assisted death, when a patient's life is ended at their request.

Only three countries in Europe approve of assisted dying as a whole:
Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg.

The first two even recognise requests from minors under strict
circumstances, while Luxembourg excludes them from the legislation.

Germany, Switzerland, Germany, Finland, and Austria allow physician-
assisted death under specific circumstances.

Countries such as Spain, Sweden, England, Italy, Hungary, and Norway
allow passive euthanasia under strict circumstances. 

Passive euthanasia is when a patient suffering from an incurable disease
dies because doctors stops doing something necessary to keep them alive. 

Sources: Euronews
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Anonymous, Unknown, 1 year ago

I think you missed the point. Doctor and staff who administer the fatal dose have to spend at
the last 24-hours with the person seeking their services. They clearly don't want endanger th
by coming into close contact with unvaccinated patients. That makes sense to me.

20
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Komodo67, York, 1 year ago

Any measures they can think of to bully the unvaccinated, the authorities will do. The pure sp
the authorities knows no limits!

107

Click to rate

flipflop107, sutton, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Perri12345 does it make sense that despite being vaccinated and wearing a mask you are s
fearful of the unvaccinated?

115
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Mondays Child, Central, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Perri12345 - if that is the case, then surely a PCR test would be more appropriate?

87
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Wisdom78, Shropshire, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

I don't know what planet you're living on, but here on earth, a vaccinated person still transmit
virus, whether they are vacinated or not, so that poor doctor you're talking about. could still g
infected or flip it the doctor could infect the patient
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RussianBot1791, Troll Farm, Macedonia, 1 year ago

They are updating there euthanasia method by just giving you a daily covid jab until it does t

112
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foursure, ourland, United States, 1 year ago

Perri12345, Turn your light bulb on please. DA

27

Click to rate

danm67, a town, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Perri12345 surely they are protected by the vaccine that they had. No need to worry about a
else. A true vaccine gives the recipient immunity from the virus (or it fails in that individual)

46
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un viejo, Texas, United States, 1 year ago

Yeah, that's next level stupid right there.

32

Click to rate

spaceghetto, Spiceworld, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

So you must be vaccinated against something that may kill you whilst we arrange to help kill you.
Ok.

111177
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AliceinCommieland, Hyperborrea , United Kingdom, 1 year ago

They want your soul.

2117

Opiniated, London, 1 year ago

Oh the sweet irony.
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The Holiday star Jack
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Nick Cannon takes
ninth child Onyx, three
months, to her 'first
class' with mother
Lanisha Cole... after
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Khloe Kardashian
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Thompson and niece
Dream Kardashian as
they visit Holiday Road
in LA
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JP, Leicester, 1 year ago

It'd go as a positive government statistic

93
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DMR1234, Norwich, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

They should have the jab, might save on euthanasia costs.

148
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Theoaktree, The village, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Maybe they could combine the jab. Two in one.

124
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Boutros, Portland, United States, 1 year ago

It's not about protecting the patient; it's about protecting the others around him. No vaccine is
effective, so there is a slight chance a vaccinated person could become infected by an
unvaccinated person.
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A Trusting Soul, Stour by the Sea, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

So you need to prove you are fit to have euthanasia. That is a new one

5811

Click to rate

Guide2, coastal, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

They are assuming everyone wants to be snubbed out.

1102
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Dr John Bercow, is very handsome, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

We live in a cIown world, truly
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Click to rate

lifted eyebrow, Mitten state, United States, 1 year ago

I know I shouldn't have, but thanks for the laugh.

2579

Click to rate

MissLiberalFeminist, Far away, Vanuatu, 1 year ago

Indeed. Lol

0137

Click to rate

FireWyrm, Northants, 1 year ago

You couldnt make this rubbish up!

3409

Click to rate

Snoffa, U.K., United Kingdom, 1 year ago

So you can only be murdered by them if you've had a jab then.

13367

Click to rate

tomkent, East Clintwood, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

The subject handles the final injection him or herself. Nobody murders anyone!

11728

Johnny Cecotto, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

James Corden flashes
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and wife Julia Carey
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with Richard Osman
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Oliver
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SHOPPING

Chris Pratt reveals he
was stung by a bee in
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Harry Styles
 

Alicia Silverstone
enjoys hike with her son
and their dogs in LA...
after posing nude in
THAT campaign for
PETA
 

Cardi B shares cute
video with daughter
Kulture, four, and one-
year-old son Wave on
social media
 

Everyone needs at
least one! Millions
swear by this Conair
fabric shaver and lint
remover - and Amazon
has slashed the price to
only $13.99
SHOPPING

Memphis rapper Big
Scarr dies at 22 - as
Gucci Mane confirms
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This just proves that the Covid jabs do not kill you.

4
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Peter, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Thats ironic!
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Click to rate

Inthecountry, Warminster, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

German exclusionism never ceases to amaze. The Teutonic predisposition for intolerance will
never go away, it will just change guise.
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Nate1991, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

I have no words now.

5218

Click to rate

NottheMessiah, High Peak, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

So you have to have to be vaccinated against something that might kill you in order to be killed?

1122

Click to rate

End Of a Bell, St Albers, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

No different to Council's in the UK requesting households to organize waste into different bins only
for them to be collected and dumped into the same pile.

0118

Click to rate

Chunkymonkey69, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

So they won't kill you unless you have had a vaccine that is designed to keep you alive? LMFAO,
you couldn't make it up.
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Chunkymonkey69, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

And people say the Germans don't have a sense of humour.
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st george, england, Thailand, 1 year ago

So now, you have to be vaccinated to die, April fools day gets earlier every yesr
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pomsky, Not Earth, United States, 1 year ago

I really believe people brains are turning into mush at this point over this shot . I've never seen or
heard of anything like this in my life . All of these restrictions surrounds a method that's not
effective and experimental for a virus with a 98% survival rate. Extremely concerning .
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danm67, a town, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

so you have to get vaccinated to die, to protect the staff who are already vaccinated with a vaccine
that they clearly don't believe protects them. A vaccines primary function is to protect the recipient.
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Liz86, Manchester, 1 year ago

Most wont need euthanasia if theyve had the jab... the jab will do it if you wait long enough

695

dcinhb, Surf City, United States, 1 year ago

Definition of insanity...
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SHOPPING
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anonbenny, Ireland, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Sorry we cant kill you today because you haven't had your jabs.

088

Click to rate

Peter Plymouth, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Got to be fit enough to die I suppose?

087

Click to rate

MissLiberalFeminist, Far away, Vanuatu, 1 year ago

Brilliant lol

119

Click to rate

xox0xox0xox, North Las Vegas, United States, 1 year ago

Does ANYBODY really still believe this is about beating a virus?!?!?!?!

287

Click to rate

Snippins, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

If you test positive for covid after being eithanased, no doubt that will count as a covid death.

486

Click to rate

keepitreel, manchester, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

ClownWelt!!! This Covid has shown just how mad People really are,I had My suspicions for years
but Humans have smashed it in the past two years

082

Click to rate

Mycroscope, Manchester, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Is there some weird irony about this headline?

081

Click to rate

Scordatura, West Palm Beach, United States, 1 year ago

No

91

Click to rate

laidbacksteve, Manchester, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

So you have to be vaccinated to prevent death in order to die. Makes perfect sense(sarcasm)

279

Click to rate

jonnymac157, East Midlands, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

That is awful. Shows how brainwashed the country is.

277

Click to rate

Mirakel, Düsseldorf, Germany, 1 year ago

You are talking about Britain, you are correct, you can read every day in the comments
here!

422

Click to rate

Kylewade07, East Rand, South Africa, 1 year ago

We can't kill you, unless you are healthy? Bizarre....

170

Click to rate

jbee, atlanta-ga, United States, 1 year ago

Anybody else see the irony in this? Or perhaps it is merely idiocy.
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Target with her
husband Daryl Sabara
and their adorable son
 

Cindy Crawford is a
Christmas treat in a chic
juniper sweater and
sleek jeans that show
off her knockout legs
 

Olivia Jade puts on
catwalk-worthy
exhibition in tie dye
sweatshirt over skimpy
shorts after leaving hot
pilates class in West
Hollywood
 

Is your cookware
healthy? This 16-piece
GreenLife recycled
aluminum set features a
non-stick coating made
with eco-friendly sand -
and it's now 25% off the
list price
SHOPPING

Heidi Klum, 49, wraps
HERSELF in gift paper
as a Christmas present
for her husband Tom
Kaulitz, 33
 

Lisa Rinna showcases
her casual sense of
style in fitted leggings
and a long sweater as
she stocks up on
groceries in Beverly
Hills for the holidays
 

Supermodel Paulina
Porizkova stuns in
sizzling topless
throwback photo while
opening up about why
she likes to 'make other
women feel beautiful'
 

The Flash trailer will
debut during Super
Bowl LVII... marking
Warner Bros.' return to
the Big Game for the
first time in 17 years
 

Thom Bell - a Grammy-
winning producer,
songwriter and architect
of 'The Sound of
Philadelphia' - passed
away at 79
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
looks loved up as she
snuggles with boyfriend
Richard Lee during
luxurious family ski trip
to Utah
 

Kim Kardashian and
her sister Khloe deliver
holiday cheer to
homeless women
looking for a new start
in Los Angeles
 

Dua Lipa adds another
whopping $4.81MILLION
to her fortune this year -
after ditching her former
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Theoaktree, The village, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Germany has learnt nothing in the last 75 years.

369

Click to rate

I know-nothing, lost, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Do you know what Godwins law is

90

Click to rate

Kath X, Bucks, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

This made me laugh. In order to die you need to be jabbed. This proves that this whole situation is
nothing about saving you from a virus.

167

Click to rate

worldinflames, NeroFiddling, Tuvalu, 1 year ago

all about the money honey!

019

Click to rate

Kevoceltic, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

W. T. F !!??

062

Click to rate

SmarterThanISound, UpNorth, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Even then they'll probably still be counted as a covid death.

062

Click to rate

Camikazi, Waterbury, United States, 1 year ago

And they wonder why conspiracy theories exist?

262

Click to rate

Tiddlesmcduck, South East, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Covid - the pandemic that killed common sense.

260

Click to rate

waterwitch35, Lakeside, Canada, 1 year ago

Or at least killed what little was left of it!

14

Click to rate

Triumphantape, Portland, United States, 1 year ago

"German stupidity group insist patients be vaccinated against death prior to dying"

560

Click to rate

jeroengoudswaard, The Hague, 1 year ago

There must be a joke somewhere. Help me.

156

Click to rate

waterwitch35, Lakeside, Canada, 1 year ago

What utter nonsense to insist people who are going to die be vaccinated against the possibility of
dying.

556

Click to rate

chelsea12345678, maryport, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

What about the workers who have to go home to thier kids and grandparents..... What
about the people they meet in the street.... So I think its a necessary and wise decision

368

management team at
the start of 2022
 

Don Cheadle, 58,
opens up about
backyard pandemic
wedding to longtime
partner Bridgid Coulter
 

What is your
toothbrush head made
from? Dentists
recommend brushes
made from fine
filaments over nylon
bristles (which benefits
the wallet as they start
at just $11.60)
SHOPPING

Pussycat Dolls star
Melody Thornton turns
heads in a black PVC
jacket and as she steps
out from the BBC
studios in London with
her pet dog
 

Kyle Richards is
winter chic in a white
teddy coat and Dior
bucket hat during a last
minute Christmas
shopping trip in
Aspen...before taking a
snowy walk
 

Hailey Bieber reveals
her trim tummy in a
crop top as she and
husband Justin squeeze
in last-minute
Christmas shopping in
West Hollywood
 

Pamela Anderson
shares throwback
Thursday post from her
'Tool Time Girl' era:
'Excited to share more
intimate moments from
my book!'
 

'It's the defendant who
is on trial, not Megan.'
Jury deliberations begin
in Tory Lanez assault
case after prosecutors
say singer shot ex-lover
Megan Thee Stallion in
an angry clash of egos
 

RHONY alum Dorinda
Medley cuts a chic
figure in plaid dress and
latex boots as she
records the special
holiday edition of her
radio show
 

Nicky and Paris Hilton
show off their stunning
figures in black and
white cut-out dresses to
promote the Valentino
The Party Collection
 

Ferris Bueller's Day
Off prop Ferrari car
sells for a whopping
$337K... and you can't
even drive it since it
doesn't have an engine
or drivetrain
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Colleen, Lancaster, United States, 1 year ago

I thought we shut down Germany's euthanasia program around the middle of last century.

054

Click to rate

GMC_USN_Retired, Richmond, United States, 1 year ago

So they won't kill you unless you are vaccinated. On what planet does that make sense?

254

Click to rate

Usernamezzzzz, MyTown, United States, 1 year ago

This one.. Earth... where we are no longer interested in logic or facts or humanity.

232

Click to rate

milrad, mexico city, Mexico, 1 year ago

Germany is at it again!

454

Click to rate

captain jacky, up north, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Bit weird.....

053

Click to rate

layladylayah, NewHampshire, United States, 1 year ago

Omg. Too surreal

053

Click to rate

EMWB, Ottawa, Canada, 1 year ago

Wow, one just couldn't make this sh@$ up!

153

Click to rate

raining_fire, Melbourne , Australia, 1 year ago

The vaxxed will euthanise themselves in time they dont need help.

553

Click to rate

Vic, Adelaide, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Hahahaha you have to be vaccinated in order to die, is it now a condition of entering heaven.

452

Click to rate

Goodison23, Derby, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

We will only murder you if you have already tried to do that yourself by taking these poisonous
jabs.

451

Click to rate

power slave, leightonbuzzard, 1 year ago

is not the dying person distresed enough.it a bit like saying any last requests before you face a
firing squad.yes i would like a cigarete.you do know they are bad for your lungs dont you .?.no
mercy from this germanic group then

050

Click to rate

Mal 2014, The North, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Why would someone wanting to kill themselves get jabbed to protect themselves? This story is
nonsense.

050

the-oracle, Manchester, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Getting more bonkers by the day.

'Tis the season to get
wavey': Maya Jama
looks incredible in a
figure hugging white
festive jumpsuit as she
makes a Christmas
cocktail
 

'Cozy, cute and always
gets compliments!'
More than 20,000
Amazon shoppers have
rated this adorable
sweater dress FIVE
STARS for comfort and
style - and it has
pockets!
 

Jason Momoa
showcases his hunky
physique and massive
muscles as he goes
shirtless while working
on his vintage
motorcycle in Malibu
 

Simu Liu and new
girlfriend Allison Hsu
enjoy a basketball game
date to see the LA
Clippers... after going to
Disneyland with his
parents
 

Celebrity memoirs of
2022: Why Matthew
Perry needs all the
Friends he can get...and
other life stories of sex,
drugs, rage, big egos -
and juggling hedgehogs
 

ALISON BOSHOFF: No
dwarfs. No Prince.
Disney's new Snow
White is a bid not to
leave the snowflake
generation grumpy
 

Forever young! Hugh
Jackman, 54, and his
wife Deborra-Lee
Furness, 67, show off
their incredible dance
moves in loved-up
Christmas video
 

Taylor Swift wraps up
2022 on a high note by
making music history
with Midnights album as
it sells six MILLION
copies in just two
months
 

Nick Cannon's baby
mama LaNisha Cole
posts cryptic message
about 'toxic
relationships' and
putting herself 'through
unnecessary pain and
heartbreak'

Fancy seeing you
here! Jennifer Garner
looks thrilled at
unexpected reunion
with handsome co-star
Edgar Ramirez after
being sat behind him on
a flight
 

Oprah Winfrey - worth
$2.5bn - is left
speechless when a fan
tells her $100 is too
much to spend on a
Christmas gift
 

Fit at 51! Mark Wahlberg
shows off his VERY
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Click to rate

Wigig, Lidaldiland, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Perfect sketch for Monty Python on April 1st. You couldn't make it up could you.

24

Click to rate

BevNic, Freedom, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Ridiculous - these people want to die, but need a Covid jab first? OMG pathetic!!!

2 of 5 replies See all replies

049

Click to rate

PerfidiousAlbion, Bejesus, North Korea, 1 year ago

The jabbed can just as easily pass it to other people. Jeez...

019

Click to rate

Gentle reminder, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Here you go just shows you how brainwashed pro vaxxers are... This lot causing all this
shambolic nonsese... Wetting their pants because vaccines not working.... They asked to
jab healthy children and now asking to jab people who want to be on the other side, when
this nonsense will stop?

016

Click to rate

Martin_Penwalt, Dallas, United States, 1 year ago

And this, folks, is what our world has become. Obey.

249

Click to rate

DocDaneeka, Leeds, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Sick but hilariously ironic.

048

Click to rate

Captain Forsight, Wolverhampton, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Lol, the madness get's more mad by the day.

148

Click to rate

Depressionisakiller, Cornwall, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Just when you think you have heard it all!

148

Click to rate

SpicedXXX, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Could be a Monty Python sketch...

047

Click to rate

Spitfire, Palo Alto, United States, 1 year ago

I heard this last night on the news and my head almost exploded from the irony of it all.
Unbelievable.

147

Click to rate

Airstrip_One_Citizen, Plebistan, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

What infamous German political party had a sinister obsession with euthanasia?

147

Click to rate

barty1234, Cardiff, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

It's official the world's gone mad.

147

Completely Average, Somewhere, United States, 1 year ago

shredded physique
and playfully throws
punches at a pal in the
gym ahead of the
holidays

Leonardo DiCaprio, 48,
goes back to SAME
hotspot where he
partied with actress
Victoria Lamas, 23, as
he's joined by wingman
Timothee Chalamet, 26,
for another night out out
 

Who is Leonardo
DiCaprio's 'new flame'
Victoria Lamas? Model,
23, is the daughter of
actor Lorenzo Lamas
and Playboy model
Shauna Sand 
 

'Proud of the young
ladies you have
become': Naomi
Campbell looks in good
spirits as she attends
16th birthday party of
Diddy's daughters
Jessie and D'Lila
 

Selling Sunset's
Amanza Smith claims
she was sexually
abused by two family
members staring when
she was just three years
old
 

Fix her upper! Joanna
Gaines recovering from
back surgery to correct
old cheerleading injury:
'My back likes to act up
at the most
inconvenient times'

Kate Hudson and her
fiancé Danny Fujikawa
do last minute
Christmas shopping
wearing cozy winter
outfits just before the
holidays in Aspen 
 

The next wave of 'nepo
babies': From Deacon
Phillipe to John
Travolta's daughter Ella
- a look at the new
celebrity kids following
in their parents'
footsteps
 

Brooke Shields, 57,
looks stunning in a sexy
magazine shoot as she
opens up about her life
admitting: 'I'm still a
work in progress'
 

Mandy Moore shares
adorable new snaps of
herself with her children
posing in pajamas... two
months after welcoming
her second son
 

Kaia Gerber, 21, has
legs for days as she
steps out for green juice
with Elvis star boyfriend
Austin Butler, 31
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Only in the mind of a liberal does this make ANY sense.

47

Click to rate

Jarvard Lampoon, Left Coast, United States, 1 year ago

Out of all the absurdity that has come about from C19, this takes the blue ribbon.

247

Click to rate

DMKMC, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

But the vaccine prevents death so how's that going to work?

046

Click to rate

LividLeeds, Leeds, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

It prevents sweet FA.

237

Click to rate

Pupster, Earth, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

That makes no sense

045

Click to rate

Robwill, Leigh on Sea, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Actually it just about does to protect the staff from the clinic. Realised that one I stopped
chuckling. Vorsprung durch technique in action.

101

Click to rate

Snippins, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Germany: laugh out cry?

045

Click to rate

Yes you did, A very strange place, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

This has to be the funniest covid story so far, "we can't kill you till you have been saved"

045

Click to rate

selkilee, birmingham, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Ha ha ha

02

Click to rate

selkilee, birmingham, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

You don't need a clinic just get that fourth jab

05

Click to rate

Nimrod093, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Mind boggling!!

145

Click to rate

curtis89, somewhere, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

So if your on death row, stay unvaccinated is the key.

445

Click to rate

MossyC, South East, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

The chemicals in the second jab are probably just as dangerous as the first. The former just takes
a little longer to do its thing though.

645

ozzyface, Kent, United Kingdom, 1 year ago
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I've had a really rubbish day and needed this good laugh. Could this world get any more stupid?

44

Click to rate

JuliaWulia, Hull, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

I've just done the same! This is the funniest thing I've heard in the past week!

11

Click to rate

man_bowler, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

How messed up is that

044

Click to rate

chris read, salisbury, 1 year ago

Thats reassuring then knowing the you havent got covid before they fill you with toxins

044

Click to rate

Mr Monster, Slough, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Haha couldn't make it up!!

144

Click to rate

Happyout, Wexford, Ireland, 1 year ago

How ironic !!!

144

Click to rate

Shaz baz, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Seriously WTF

244

Click to rate

Criptonite, Luton, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Might as well get the jab , good chance that will kill you, then save the trouble and expense of
getting there .

244

Click to rate

Weareoutnow, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Nonsense. the odds of dying from Covid compared to the jab are something like 1 to
15,000.

312

Click to rate

Richard, Notts, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Weareoutnow, the FDA and our ONS have published figures confirming the vaccinated
are twice as a likely to die. This is per hundred thousand and in the 10 to 49 age group.

218

Click to rate

Maulin Brawndo, Papeete, French Polynesia, 1 year ago

If they get vaxxed, there'll be no need for the rest.

244

Click to rate

Wigig, Lidaldiland, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Bingo!

017

Click to rate

James Oliver Downey, Manchester, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

OMFG!!!! So in order to Pay to Kill yourself, you have to take a supposedly life Saving Vaccine?
FFS! Well never mind. The two vaccine's, followed by the booster will probably kill them off early
anyway!
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Click to rate

West London Dude, Northolt, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

You couldn't make it up could you!

043

Click to rate

JOHN - LIVERPOOL, LIVERPOOL, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

How stupid. I'm sorry you are terminally ill and in a lot of pain but we will not kill you unless you're
vaccinated.

2 of 4 replies See all replies

043

Click to rate

maurice, leighton buzzard, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

But you would not have the jab of you wanted to die. Why can you not see that the story
is mad .

03

Click to rate

selkilee, birmingham, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Oh yes Patsy because you can't get covid of your vaccinated can you? God sake you
people, beyond help. Surely it would be better for them to provide a bloody negative
test....rather than be covid positive and jabbed

010

Click to rate

malafron, Orlando, United States, 1 year ago

They have to be protected against Covid to die?

143

Click to rate

Terry toweling, Southend on sewage, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

God help us...Germany has a euthanasia group?

243

Click to rate

robsya, Threatened Surrey Greenbelt, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Soon to be coming here

012

Click to rate

Samnharv, Wells , United Kingdom, 1 year ago

This must be the first joke to come out Germany.

443

Click to rate

lukulas, Ballymena, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Vaccinated do not need euthanasia they already have their days counted

643

Click to rate

Concerned1991, Wessex, 1 year ago

This is just getting mentally sick now; so if you haven't been vaccinated you deserve a long,
suffering, painful end? Could the agenda be any clearer at this point? There must be something
extremely evil going on.

242

Click to rate

BillyIrish1969, Belfast, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

What difference does vaxxed or not vaxxed when you are legally killing someone?

2 of 5 replies See all replies

442

danm67, a town, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

allmharach But the staff will have already had the vaccine to protect them. If it works then
they have no worries if it doesn't why bother vaccinating the patient.
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BarnacleBill, Country., United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Self-obsessed.

1

Click to rate

Damian Cunliffe, Merseyside, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

I won't argue with them. Germany has a lot of experience with euthanasia so they must know what
they're doing.

542

Click to rate

Elizabeth, USA, 1 year ago

So only if you have papers. Hmmmm

141

Click to rate

BarnacleBill, Country., United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Grow up.

80

Click to rate

Elizabeth, USA, 1 year ago

Poor dim.

11

Click to rate

TerribleTwo, Cloud Cuckoo Land, 1 year ago

Once I stopped laughing I thought that is the one time I would take the jab, I mean, if I were
terminally ill anyway I wouldn't be bothered about all the nasty side effects and it may just save me
from a trip to the death clinic...

141

Click to rate

truepatriot 02, worksop, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

As barmy as making sure the prisoner is fit enough to be executed ,its a mad mad world ..

241

Click to rate

Bees Elbows, Suffolk, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

And applying antiseptic to the skin before administering the lethal injection.

011

Click to rate

Bold, Adelaide, Australia, 1 year ago

Let that just sink in, WTF is wrong with these lunatics

241

Click to rate

Okey....Cokey, Sheffield , United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Compulsory euthanasia for the vaxxed would end the pandemic, eh?

241

Click to rate

Dem, The red pilled world, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

its already started, they just dont know it yet.

228

Click to rate

JuliaWulia, Hull, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Hahahahaha! Great comment

03
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Digots2, Newcastle, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Get the jab, come back if that didn't kill you and we will kill you. Have a nice day
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jetdefloor, upnorth, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Ok zo you can die if you are protected from dieing but if you are not protected we vill not let you
die. Mein Gott Zia is sehr crazy!

040
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TheCarrotParrot, East Cowes Isle of Wight, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Sorry, but that made me laugh out loud.

040
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Wishilivedelsewhere, Utopia, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Snap.
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maurice, leighton buzzard, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Strangest headline to date. Bonkers world
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Gad Zooks, London, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Haha, we will only end your life if you take measures to protect your life? WTF? Hahaha!

240
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The Ant Hill Mob, Chugga Boom, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

I'm surprised they're not jabbing corpses for the money

239
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luke, Kidderminster, 1 year ago

and there was me thinking the germans didnt have a sense of humour

138
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Shaun the Sheep3Pigs, London or Tristan Da Cunha , United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Was thinking only Boris can come with some stupid stuff ,

138
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Andrea, buckingahm, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

That's only because you probably don't read news media from other counties. Try reading
what the US or French press say about their Presidents.
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Anonymous, Unknown, 1 year ago

Insane. Doesnt even make sense

037
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Toby LaRone, Duty Free, United Kingdom, 1 year ago

Satire has nothing left to say.
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